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ABSTRACT 

Wireless communication has huge growth, specifically satellite-based communication is a major player. 

Satellites can cover a much larger geographical area than conventional ground-based systems can.Satellites 

have the unique ability to cover theGlobe entirely. The Environmental Satellite breaks the barrier and can be 

used for detecting and measuring Environmental issues like Pollution and Contamination of the ozone 

layer.The Case is built to last by using advanced 3D printing and Compound Materials & internal circuits are 

well tested and graded to work well even on Uncertainty and Extreme Condition. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The Nanosatellites are diversified into three major groups namely, CanSat, CubeSat & AsymmetricalSat. 

Nowadays, our environment is getting polluted and being destroyed at a massive rate than ever before. Our 

Project mainly focuses on detecting, measuring, analyzing, and giving real-time statistics and data of toxins 

and polluting components which are being released by Firms and the Automotive World everyday. By doing 

this, we can create Awareness and able to Control those as much as possible. 
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II. METHODOLOGY 

 

The Methodology of the project is two divisions namely the Arduino part and receiving part. First, we will 

launch the satellite using any mode of vectors like Rocket or even drone for low-level launch. Then, the motor 

code in Atmega will be activated and all the Sensors will be woken up by the power source. And, we will 

receive signals hereby the ground station. All data will be noted and used for analytical purposes. 

 

III. MODELLING & ANALYSIS 

 

The actual modelis shownin this section. The Case is built withHigh-grade Stainless steel to withstand 

extreme conditions.Sensors are perfectly placed with the center of gravity in mind.  
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IV. RESULTS & DISCUSSION 

The Launch is controlled and after launch, collecting required statistics and dynamic values with Maximum 

accuracy are achieved. 
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V.   CONCLUSION 

 

The economical nature of implementation, short preparation time, and simplicity ofdesign compared to other 

satellite-related projects makethis concept an excellent practice opportunity for sophomores to take their first 

step in space-related projects. We are responsible for choosing the way the mission is fulfilled, the CanSat 

design& purpose, components integrity, Operation verification, launch prequel, data analysis, and team 

organizedandsplitting up the workload. It isa scale design, creation, and launching of a real satellite. The 

process for developing a CanSat is a learning process calledSociety problem-based learning, a new learning 

method in which the sophomore is the primary priority and the one who will solve the problems. 
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